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ABSTRACT

nently formed on an outer end surface of a noZZle body,

stepped recesses each of Which has plural steps formed by
press forming on the convex portion, and multi ori?ces as fuel
noZZle holes formed by press forming so that an outlet of each
of the ori?ces is located at a bottom face of each of the stepped
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recesses. Furthermore, the fuel injection valve has plural sets
each of Which comprises one of the stepped recesses and the
relevant ori?ce, the ori?ces incline to each other, and a step on
a downstream side in each of the stepped recesses has a larger
diameter than a step on an upstream side thereof.
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FUEL INJECTION VALVE AND METHOD
FOR FORMING ORIFICE THEREOF

[0007] An object of the present invention is to increase the
degree of freedom in design and the Workability of ori?ces
formed by press forming and used in a fuel injection valve.

CLAIM OF PRIORITY
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present application claims priority from Japa
nese patent application serial no. 2008-89155 ?led on Mar.

31, 2008, the contents of Which are hereby incorporated by
reference into this application.

[0008] In order to attain the above object, a fuel injection
valve according to the present invention is con?gured as
folloWs.
[0009] A fuel injection valve of the present invention com
prises a convex portion prominently formed on an outer end

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

surface of a noZZle body, stepped recesses each of Which has

plural steps formed by press forming on the convex portion,
[0002] The present invention relates to a fuel injection
valve used in an internal combustion engine of an automobile,
and a method for forming ori?ces serving as a noZZle for the

fuel injection valve.

and multi ori?ces as fuel noZZle holes formed by press form
ing so that an outlet of each of the ori?ces is located at a

bottom face of each of the stepped recesses. Furthermore, the

fuel injection valve has plural sets each of Which comprises
one of the stepped recesses and the relevant ori?ce, the ori

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003]

A fuel injection valve, Wherein a convex portion is

?ces incline to each other, and a step on a doWnstream side in
each of the stepped recesses has a larger diameter than a step
on an upstream side thereof.

prominently formed in an ori?ce plate having ori?ces, plural

[0010] Further, the folloWing method for forming ori?ces

recesses are formed at the convex portion, and an opening

as multi-noZZle holes of an injection valve is provided. The
method is comprises of: a ?rst press process of forming a ?rst

(outlet) of each of the ori?ces is formed at the bottom face of
the relevant recess, has heretofore been knoWn (for example
refer to JP-A No. 77843/ 2007). In the fuel injection valve, the
bottom face of a recess is formed perpendicularly to the axis
line of the relevant ori?ce, consideration is made so that a fuel
can be injected at the same time in a circumferential direction

from outlets of the ori?ces. Further consideration, in forming

step-recess part in each of stepped recesses by applying extru
sion processing or half-blank processing to a convex portion
prominently formed on a blank from the convex portion-side;
a second press process of forming a second step-recess part in
each of the stepped recesses so that the second step-recess
part has a smaller diameter than that of the ?rst step-recess

process of the ori?ces, is made so that bending force may not
be exerted on a punch When press forming is applied to a
blank for the ori?ce plate. Further, a length of an ori?ce is

part by further applying extrusion processing or half-blank

adjusted by changing a depth of the relevant recess.
[0004] In the conventional technology, the functions of
reducing the bending force exerted to a punch and adjusting
the lengths of ori?ces are given by recesses each of Which has
only one step. As a result, press forming of ori?ces and
recesses is restricted. For example, the angle betWeen a punch

second step-recess part by extrusion processing, half-blank
processing, or stamp processing. Furthermore, plural sets
each of Which comprises the ?rst step-recess part, the second

and a press forming face cannot be largely deviated from 90
degrees or a thickness of the punch has to be used if it is

processing inside the ?rst step-recess part; and a third press
process of forming each of the ori?ces at a bottom face of the

step-recess part, and the ori?ce aligned in the order are
formed so that plural sets of the ori?ces incline to each other.

[0011] The present invention makes it possible to increase
the degree of freedom in design and the Workability of ori?ces
formed by press forming, in a fuel injection valve.

attempted to largely deviate the angle. When deep recesses
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

each of Which has a large step are formed With a thickness of

the punch, the Work may Weaken the strength of members
used for the forming of the ori?ces.
[0005] When the strength of members forming ori?ces
Weakens in process of forming plural ori?ces and recesses,
the next press forming is hardly applied to the succeeding
ori?ces and recesses in some cases. Then, as the number of

ori?ces increases, the degree of dif?culty in press forming
may increase and the degree of freedom in the design of
ori?ces (a number, an inclination angle, an interval, etc.) may
be restricted further.
[0006] Further, in the case Where a large number of ori?ces
are formed, When deep recesses of large diameters are
intended to form, it is concerned that recesses of adjacent
ori?ces and moreover a recess and an ori?ce may interfere

With each other. In particular, When it is attempted to change

[0012]

FIG. 1 is a vertical sectional vieW shoWing a Whole

con?guration of an injection valve;
[0013]
[0014]

FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW of an ori?ce plate;
FIG. 3 is a vertical sectional vieW of an ori?ce plate;

[0015] FIG. 4 is a partially enlarged vieW of the ori?ce plate
shoWn in FIG. 3;
[0016] FIG. 5 is a perspective vieW ofa blank;
[0017]

FIG. 6 is a perspective vieW of an ori?ce plate on

Which positioning holes are formed;
[0018] FIG. 7 is a perspective vieW of an ori?ce plate on
Which a group A of ?rst step-recess parts (5411-5911) are

formed, and an enlarged vieW shoWing a part thereof;
[0019] FIG. 8 is a perspective vieW of an ori?ce plate on
Which a group A of ?rst step-recess parts (5411-5911) and a

an inclination angle of each ori?ce With respect to a center
axis line of a fuel injection valve for each ori?ce and orient the
ori?ces in desired directions, interference betWeen recesses

group B of second step-recess parts (5419-5919) are formed,
and an enlarged vieW shoWing a part thereof;

or betWeen a recess and an ori?ce tends to occur among

Which the group A of ?rst step-recess parts (5411-5911), the
group B of second step-recess parts (5419-5919) and ori?ces are
formed, and an enlarged vieW shoWing a part thereof;

speci?c ori?ces. As a result, it is concerned that the degree of
freedom in the design of ori?ces may reduce.

[0020]

FIG. 9 is a perspective vieW of an ori?ce plate on
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[0021] FIG. 10 is a vertical sectional vieW ofa blank;
[0022] FIG. 11 is a vertical sectional vieW of an ori?ce plate
on Which positioning holes are formed;
[0023] FIG. 12 is a vertical sectional vieW of an ori?ce plate
on Which the group A of ?rst step-recess parts is formed;
[0024] FIG. 13 is a vertical sectional vieW of an ori?ce plate
on Which the group A of ?rst step-recess parts and the group
B of second step-recess parts are formed;
[0025] FIG. 14 is a vertical sectional vieW of an ori?ce plate
on Which the group A of ?rst step-recess parts and the group
B of second step-recess parts, and ori?ces are formed;
[0026] FIG. 15 is a vieW shoWing a process of forming a
positioning recess 31a;
[0027] FIG. 16 is a vieW shoWing a process of forming the
group A of ?rst step-recess parts;
[0028] FIG. 17 is a vieW shoWing a process of forming the
group B of second step-recess parts; and
[0029] FIG. 18 is a vieW shoWing a process of forming an
ori?ce.

[0036] When electricity is supplied to the coil 6, the mov
able element 5 is pulled up toWard the core 2 against the force
of the spring 19 and a gap is formed betWeen the movable
side-valve seat 1111 as a tip of the movable element 5 and the

valve seat 1511 (namely the valve is in the open state). A

pressurized fuel goes through ?rstly the stationary core 2, the
adjuster 20, and the pipe 18 and enters the noZZle body 9 via
a fuel channel 13a in the movable element 5. Succes sively, the

fuel passes through a channel 17a of the guide plate 17
through a fuel channel 16a of a guide plate 16 and a channel

911 of the noZZle, and then passes through the gap betWeen the
movable element 11 and the valve seat 15a, and injected to
outside via ori?ces 54 to 59. The ori?ces 54 to 59 are formed

respectively at different angles in the directions inclined With
respect to a center axis line (hereunder referred to simply as

an axis line) of the fuel injection valve.
[0037] When the electricity to the coil 6 is turned off, the tip
11a of the movable element 5 is pressed against to the valve
seat 1511 by the force of the spring 19 and the valve comes to
a closed state.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0030] Embodiments according to the present invention are
hereunder explained in detail in reference to draWings. FIG. 1
is a vertical sectional vieW shoWing a Whole con?guration of
an injection valve according to an embodiment of the present
invention. Here, the injection valve in the present embodi
ment is a fuel injection valve to inject a fuel such as gasoline
and is used for injecting a fuel in the engine of an automobile.

[0038]

Next, a con?guration of the ori?ce plate 15 and the

ori?ces 54 to 59 of the fuel injection valve 1 are explained in
detail.
[0039] FIGS. 2, 3, and 4 represent an embodiment accord
ing to the present invention. FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW of the
ori?ce plate 15, FIG. 3 is a vertical sectional vieW of the
ori?ce plate 15, and FIG. 4 is a sectional vieW expansively
shoWing a circumferential portion of an ori?ce shoWn in FIG.
3.

[0040]

The ori?ce plate 15 comprises a disc-shaped metal

[0031] A fuel injection valve assembly 1 comprises a mag
netic circuit including a stationary core 2, a yoke 3, a housing

plate. A spherical surface portion 30 as a convex portion is

4 and a movable element 5, an electro magnetic coil 6 to

formed in the center of one end surface of the ori?ce plate 15.

energiZe the magnetic circuit, and a terminal bobbin 7 to
supply electricity to the coil 6. A seal ring 8 is connected

A nearly cone-shaped surface 1511 including the valve seat is

betWeen the core 2 and the housing 4 and prevents a ?uid such
as a fuel from ?oWing into the coil 6.
[0032] Valve parts such as the movable element 5, a noZZle
body 9, and a ring 10 to adjust a stroke of the movable element
5 are incorporated in the housing 4. The movable element 5 is

formed by connecting a valve needle (valve element) 11 to a
movable core 12 With a joint 13. A plate 14 is provided
betWeen the movable core 12 and the joint 13 to prevent the
movable element 5 from bouncing jointly With a pipe 18 When
the valve is closed.
[0033] An outer surface of the movable element 5 is sur

rounded by the housing 4 and noZZle body 9. The noZZle body
9 is provided With an ori?ce plate 15, a guide plate 16 and a

guide plate 17. The ori?ce plate 15 has a nearly cone-shaped

integrally formed With the ori?ce plate and prominently
formed on the other surface of the ori?ce plate 15 opposite to
the convex portion.
[0041] At the spherical surface portion 30 as the convex

portion, ori?ces 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, and 59 used for fuel
injection noZZle holes are formed in the directions of angles 6
(refer to FIG. 3) With respect to the center axis line of the fuel

injection valve (coinciding With the noZZle body-axis line
15b), namely in inclined directions. Here, in the present
embodiment, the angles 6 of the ori?ces are different from
each other and each ori?ce is formed so as to be oriented in a

desired direction. It goes Without saying that the angles 6 may
be identical.
[0042] The valve needle 11 is provided on the upstream
side from the ori?ces so as to make opening and closing
movement jointly With the valve seat.

surface including a valve seat 1511 and ori?ces 54-59. The

[0043]

guide plates 16 and 17 are to slidably guide the movable
element 5 jointly With each other. The ori?ce plate 15 and
guide plate B17 may be con?gured either as components
separated from the noZZle body 9 respectively or as a single
piece construction integrated With the noZZle body 9.
[0034] Inside of the stationary holloW-core 2 is provided

tion direction in relation to an electric terminal portion 7 and
attached to an automobile. For that purpose, the ori?ce plate
15 has to be incorporated into the fuel injection valve 1 in a
state Where the ori?ce plate 15 is positioned in a rotation

With a return spring 19, the pipe 18, a screW-adjuster 20 and a
?lter 21. The return spring 19 is to press the valve needle 11

against the valve seat 1511 through the pipe 18 and the plate 14.
The adjuster 20 is to adjust pressing load of the spring 19. The
?lter 21 is to prevent contaminants from intruding from out
side.

[0035] Next, operations of the fuel injection valve 1 are
explained in detail.

The fuel injection valve 1 is positioned in the rota

direction in relation to the terminal portion 7. HoWever, the
ori?ces 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, and 59 are formed at differently
inclined angles With respect to the noZZle body-axis line 15b
and hence they cannot be used for positioning the ori?ce plate
15 in the rotation direction. To cope With that, positioning
recesses 31a and 31b are formed at places of 180 degrees
apart from each other on a periphery of the spherical surface

portion (convex portion) of the ori?ce plate 15. By so doing,
a straight line linking tWo recesses 31 and 31b as tWo points

31b is formed and hence it is possible to incorporate the
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ori?ce plate 15 into the injection valve 1 in the state Where the
ori?ce plate 15 is positioned in the rotation direction in rela
tion to the terminal portion 7. Further, a model type identify
ing recess 310 is formed betWeen the recesses 31a and 31b on

the periphery of the spherical surface portion (convex por
tion) 30. A model type can be easily identi?ed by changing
the position of the recess 310, the diameter of the recess 310,
or the shape of the recess 31c(for example, a conical shape).
[0044] As stated above, it is possible to inject a fuel in

desired directions by forming the ori?ces 54, 55, 56, 57, 58,
and 59 at angles different from each in the directions inclined

With respect to the noZZle body axis line 15b and hence, by
changing the directions of the injection, it is possible to form
fuel various splay patterns corresponding to combustion con
cepts conforming to engine speci?cations of each manufac
turer. For example, by injecting a fuel so as to keep aWay from
an intake valve and alloW the fuel to localiZe around an

ignition plug, it is possible to uniformly inject the fuel in a
combustion chamber and produce a gas mixed With air very

ideally Without atomization hindered.
[0045] A group A of nearly circular recesses 54a, 55a, 56a,

hand and form each of the ?rst step-recess parts A on the

relevant each of the planar surfaces.
[0048] Further, as shoWn in FIG. 3, an angle 654 betWeen
the center line 54d of the ori?ce 54 and the noZZle body axis
line 15b (coinciding With the valve axis line in the present
embodiment) is different from an angle 657 betWeen the
center line 57d of the ori?ce 57 and the noZZle body axis line
15b. The angles 6 of all the ori?ces 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, and 59
With respect to the noZZle body axis line may be different
from each other or it is also possible to divide them into
groups and different the angles 6 of the groups from each
other. Further, although the angles 6 of all the ori?ces may be

equalized, the present embodiment is particularly effective
When the ori?ces have different angles 6 as it Will be stated
later.

[0049] Each ofthe ori?ces 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, and 59 has an
outlet (outlet side opening) formed at the bottom of the rel
evant each of the second step-recess parts B (54b to 59b) in
the convex portion 30 and an inlet (inlet side opening) formed
at the nearly cone-shaped surface including the valve seat

57a, 58a, and 59a each ofWhich is to be a ?rst-step recess part

1511.
[0050]

are formed on the spherical surface portion (convex portion)
30-side on the doWnstream from the ori?ces 54, 55, 56, 57,

in?uence on the length of a penetration of injected fuel. It is
possible to optimiZe the length of each of the ori?ces 54 to 59

58, and 59 as shoWn in FIG. 3. A group B of nearly circular

by changing the desired depth of each of the second step
recess portion parts B (54b to 59b), thereby being able to
optimiZe the shape of injected fuel spray. In addition, it is
possible to improve workability for the ori?ces. Conse
quently, the second step-recess parts B (54b to 59b) of at least

recesses 54b, 55b, 56b, 57b, 58b, and 59b each ofWhich is to
be a second step-recess part and has a smaller diameter than

that of relevant the ?rst step-recess part group A (54a, 55a,
56a, 57a, 58a, and 5911) are formed at the bottom faces of the
?rst step-recess part group A respectively on the upstream
from the ?rst step-recess part group A. Namely, the second
step-recess part group B is positioned betWeen the ?rst step
recess part group A and the ori?ces. Therefore, each of the
recesses has tWo steps as a Whole. Consequently, each of the

second step-recess parts (54b to 59b) is formed inside the
relevant each of the ?rst step-recess parts (54a to 5911) and
each of the stepped recesses comprises each of the ?rst step
recess parts and the relevant each of the second step-recess

parts.
[0046]

Further, each of bottom faces 54 as to 59 as of the

?rst step-recess parts A (5611 to 59a) and each of bottom faces
54bs to 59bs of the second step-recess parts B (56b to 59b) are
formed so that the faces may intersect nearly perpendicularly
With the center axis line of the relevant ori?ce. Further, the
center axis line of each of the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to
59a) and the relevant each of the second step-recess parts B

The length of an ori?ce as fuel noZZle hole has an

tWo ori?ces have the depths different from each other. On this
occasion, it is not necessary to change the thickness of the

ori?ce plate tip 150 and hence the rigidity of the ori?ce plate
15 is not hindered. For that reason, the present embodiment is
suitable for an injection valve of a high fuel pressure type
Wherein the pressure on the ori?ce plate tip 150 is as high as
10 MPa or more.

[0051] In the case Where each of the ori?ces is formed at the
concave portion so that the inlet thereof is opened on the

cone-shaped surface including the valve seat like the present
embodiment, the thickness of the member in Which the ori
?ces are formed is thicker than the case of forming ori?ces in

a tabular member having uniform thickness. In particular,
When inlets of the ori?ces are located on a circumference

around the noZZle body axis line 15b (coinciding With the
center axis line of the fuel injection valve) and the inclination
angles 6 of the ori?ces With respect to the noZZle body axis

and the center axis line of the relevant ori?ce are aligned so as

line 15b are different from each other, the outlets of the

to form a nearly straight line. Here, as shoWn in FIG. 4, the

ori?ces are not aligned on the circumference around the

depth 11 of each of the ?rst step-recess partsA (54a to 5911) is
smaller than the length 13 of each of the ori?ces (54 to 59) and
also the depth 12 of each of the second step-recess parts B
(54b to 59b). Further, the depth of each of the ?rst step-recess
parts A (5411 to 59a) varies in the circumferential direction

noZZle body axis line 15b. On this occasion, the distances of
the paths in the ori?ces are different from each other and
resultantly the lengths of the ori?ces are varied. Conse
quently, it comes to be important to adjust the lengths of the
ori?ces With the second step-recess portions B particularly in
such a situation. HoWever, When the function of reducing the
bending stress exerting on a punch for press and the function
of adjusting the lengths of ori?ces are given to the a recess, it
comes to be di?icult to freely change the depths of the
recesses. In the present embodiment, the function of reducing
the bending stress exerting on the punch is given to the ?rst
step-recess parts A (5411 to 549) and separated from the func
tion the second step-recess parts B (54b to 549) of adjusting
the lengths of the ori?ces. By so doing, it is possible to realiZe
recesses and ori?ces having good Workability (having a high

and thus one depth 11a of each of the ?rst step-recess parts A
(5411 to 5911) is different from the others 11b of the same ?rst

step-recess part. On the other hand, the depth of each of the
second step-recess part B is nearly constant in the circumfer
ential direction thereof.

[0047]

In the present embodiment, the ?rst step-recess

parts A (5411 to 5911) are formed on the curved surface (the

spherical surface) of the convex portion 30. It is also possible
to form planar surfaces each of Which has a larger diameter
than the relevant each of the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to
59a) on the spherical surface of the convex portion 30 before

degree of freedom) With a high degree of machining accuracy.
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[0052] Incidentally, the bending stress exerting on a punch
increases as the angle betWeen the punch and the processed
surface is more deviated from 90 degrees. On this occasion,
even though a thickness of the punch is used in consideration

of the bending stress exerting on the punch, it is possible to
prevent the strength of the member used for the processing of
ori?ces from deteriorating since the steps of the ?rst step
recess parts A having large diameters are loW (the depths are

shalloW). It is possible to improve workability even during
processing since the strength of the member used for the

portion (convex portion) 30 in the center of a surface as shoWn
in FIGS. 5 and 10. Further, a cup-shaped concave is formed on

the opposite side surface of the spherical surface portion 30 of
the blank 15'.
[0059] Next, as shoWn in FIG. 15, the blank 15' on Which
the spherical surface portion 30 is formed is placed on an
upper face of a die 41 and the outer circumference is ?rmly
retained With a collet chuck 42. Further, the periphery of the

spherical surface portion (convex portion) 30 is pressed With

processing of ori?ces can be kept high during press forming.
[0053] Further, When a large number of ori?ces is formed,

a cutting blade 40a of a punch 40 and a positioning recess 31a
is formed While the blank 15' is retained. A positioning recess
31b and a model type identifying recess 31 care formed in the

since the depths of the recesses having larger diameters are
shalloW, it is possible to prevent adjacent recesses and more

same manner. By forming the positioning holes 31a and 31b
and the model type identifying recess 310 by applying press

over a recess and an ori?ce from interfering With each other.

forming to the blank 15' in this Way, it is possible to obtain an

In particular, even When the inclination angles 6 of the ori?ces
With respect to the noZZle body axis line 15b are different
from each other and the ori?ces are oriented in desired direc

ori?ce plate 15 having the positioning recesses 31a and 31b
and the model type identifying recess 310 at the three places

tions, it is possible to prevent recesses and a recess and an

ori?ce in speci?c ori?ces from interfering With each other.
Furthermore, it is possible to increase the degree of freedom
in the design of ori?ces and Workability.

on the outer circumference side of the spherical surface por
tion 30 as shoWn in FIGS. 6 and 11.

[0060] Next, as shoWn in FIG. 16, the spherical surface
portion 30 is pressed With a cutting blade 43a of a punch 43
and the ?rst step-recess part 5411 is formed into a sac hole

The present embodiment is effective also in the case

shape by extrusion processing While the ori?ce plate 15 is

of increasing the plate thickness in order to raise the strength
of the ori?ce plate.
[0055] By the above measures, the outlets of the second
step-recess parts B (54b to 59b) and the outlets of the ori?ces

retained With the collet chuck 42. The remaining ?rst step
recess parts 55a, 56a, 57a, 58a and 59a are processed in the
same manner but the order of the processing is appropriately
determined in accordance With the de?ected direction of each
ori?ce. Here, it is desirable that the press forming of the ?rst
step-recess parts A (5411 to 5911) can harden the surface at the
same time. As stated above, by press-forming the ?rst step
recess parts A (5411 to 5911) on the ori?ce plate 15, ?rst step
recess partsA (54a to 5911) of good surface roughness each of
Which has a plane nearly perpendicular to the center axis line

[0054]

are perpendicular to the axis lines of the ori?ces respectively

and hence the timing of ?uid injection is equalized over the
Whole circumference. Consequently, it is possible to equalize
the length of the penetration of the fuel injection and improve
the evenness of fuel spray even With the ori?ces de?ected

from the noZZle axis line 15b. On this occasion, the depths of
the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411-5911) are suf?ciently loWer
than the depths of the second step-recess portions B and hence
the recesses A do not in?uence the fuel injection spray.

of the relevant ?rst step-recess part can be formed on the
spherical surface portion 30 as shoWn in FIGS. 7 and 12.

[0061] Next, as shoWn in FIG. 17, the bottom face of the
?rst step-recess part 54a is pressed With a cutting blade 44a of

[0056] Next, a method for forming an ori?ce plate 15 is
explained in reference to FIGS. 5 to 17.
[0057] FIG. 5 is a perspective vieW ofa blank 15'. FIG. 6 is

the forming of the ?rst step-recess, and then the second step

a perspective vieW of an ori?ce plate on Which a positioning

recess 54b is formed into a sac hole shape by extrusion pro

recess 31a is formed. FIG. 7 comprises perspective vieWs of
an ori?ce plate on Which the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to
59a) are formed. FIG. 8 comprises perspective vieWs of an
ori?ce plate on Which the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to 5911)
and second step-recess parts B (54b-59b) are formed. FIG. 9
comprises perspective vieWs of an ori?ce plate on Which the

?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to 5911), second step-recess parts
B (54b-59b), and ori?ces are formed. FIG. 10 is a vertical
sectional vieW ofa blank 15'. FIG. 11 is a vertical sectional
vieW of an ori?ce plate on Which a positioning recess 31a is
formed. FIG. 12 is a vertical sectional vieW of an ori?ce plate

a punch 44 from the same direction as the punch 43 used for

cessing While the ori?ce plate 15 is retained With the collet

chuck 42. The remaining second step-recess parts 55b, 56b,
57b, 58, and 59b are processed in the same manner but the

order of the processing is appropriately determined in accor
dance With the de?ected direction of each ori?ce. Here, it is
desirable that the press forming of the second step-recess
parts B (54b-59b) can harden the surface at the same time. As

stated above, by press forming the second step-recess parts B
(54b-59b) on the ori?ce plate 15, it is possible to obtain the

ori?ce plate 15 having second step-recess parts B (54b-59b)

on Which the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to 59a) are formed.

of good surface roughness at the bottom faces of the relevant
?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to 5911) as shoWn in FIGS. 8 and

FIG. 13 is a vertical sectional vieW of an ori?ce plate on Which

13.

the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to 5911) and second step

[0062]

recess parts B (54b-59b) are formed. FIG. 14 is a vertical
sectional vieW of an ori?ce plate on Which the ?rst step-recess

press-forming the ?rst step-recess partsA (54a to 5911) and the
second step-recess parts B (54b-59b) and hence it is possible

parts A (5411 to 5911), second step-recess parts B (54b-59b),

to process the edges of the second step-recess parts B (54b
59b) and the ori?ces beautifully With a high degree of accu

and ori?ces are formed. FIG. 15 is a vieW shoWing the state of
forming a positioning recess 3111. FIG. 16 is a vieW shoWing
the state of forming a recess A. FIG. 17 is a vieW shoWing the
state of forming a recess B. FIG. 18 is a vieW shoWing the state
of forming an ori?ce.

[0058] Firstly, the ori?ce plate 15 is formed by cutting the
nearly disc-shaped blank 15' having the spherical surface

The surface of the stepped recesses is hardened by

racy.

[0063] Further, since both the punch 43 for forming the ?rst
step-recess parts A (5411 to 5911) and the punch 44 for forming
the second step-recess parts B (54b-59b) pressed from the
same directions and in particular the bottom face of each of

the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to 5911) is already nearly
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perpendicular to the center axis line of the relevant ?rst step
recess part, the material ?oWs evenly in the circumferential
direction. As a result, it is possible to align the center axis line
of each of the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to 59b) and the
center axis line of the relevant each of the second step-recess
portion B nearly on the identical straight line. Further it is
possible to keep the bottom face of each of the second step
recess parts B (54b to 59b) more accuracy perpendicular to
the center axis lines of the relevant each of the ?rst step-recess

parts A (5411 to 5911) and the second step-recess parts B (54b
to 59b) than the bottom face of the ?rst step-recess partA (54a
to 5911).
[0064] As the punch 43 for forming the ?rst step-recess
parts A (5411 to 5911), a punch having a larger diameter than the
punch 44 for forming the second step-recess parts B (54b
59b) can be used. Further, the depth of each of the ?rst
step-recess parts A (5411 to 59a) is shalloWer than the depth of
the relevant second step-recess parts B (54b to 59b). As a
result, as shoWn in FIG. 16, the punch 43 is less likely to break
even When press forming is applied to the spherical surface
portion 30 in the state of inclining the punch 43 With respect
to the vertical line 30b of the virtual plane 30a tangent to the
spherical surface portion 3 0 at the place Where each of the ?rst

step-recess parts A is press-formed.
[0065]

Next, as shoWn in FIG. 18, a cutting blade 45a ofa

punch 45 is pressed perpendicularly to the bottom face of the
second step-recess part 54b and the ori?ce 54 is formed into
a sac hole shape by extrusion processing While the ori?ce
plate 15 is retained With the collet chuck 42. The remaining
ori?ces 55, 56, 57, 58, and 59 are processed in the same
manner but the order of the processing is appropriately deter
mined in accordance With the de?ected direction of each
ori?ce. As stated above, by press-forming the ori?ces on the

(54b-59b) and the ori?ces With a high concentricity Without
the punches 44 and 45 damaged. Furthermore, the axis line of
each of the ori?ces intersects nearly perpendicularly With the
bottom face of each of the relevant the ?rst step-recess parts A
Which is located at the exit of the relevant each of the second
step recess parts B and the bottom face of the relevant each of
the second step-recess parts B Which is located at the exit of
the relevant ori?ce but it is also possible to form the bottom
face of each of the second step-recess parts B so as to intersect
more perpendicularly than the bottom face of each of the ?rst

step-recess parts A.
[0067] In the present embodiment, the diameters of the ?rst
step-recess parts A (5411 to 5911), the second step-recess parts
B (54b-59b), and the ori?ces decrease in this order. Conse
quently, the diameters of the punches used for the press form
ing of the portions also decrease in the order of the punch 43

for the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to 5911), the punch 44 for
the second step-recess parts B (54b-59b), and then the punch
45 for the ori?ces. On the other hand, the forming depths
increase in the order of the ori?ces (54 to 59), the second
step-recess parts B (54b to 59b), and the ?rst step-recess parts
A (5411-5911). The punch 43 for the ?rst step-recess parts A
(5411 to 5911) susceptible to the largest bending stress has a
larger diameter and a shalloWer forming depth and hence the

durability the punch improves.
[0068]

In the case Where inlets of the ori?ces are opened on

the cone-shaped surface including the valve seat like the

present embodiment, the thickness of the member forming
the ori?ces is thicker than the case of forming ori?ces on a

tabular member having a uniform thickness. Consequently, it
comes to be important to reduce a bending stress exerting on

a punch and adjust the lengths of the ori?ces by forming

ori?ce plate 15, it is possible to obtain the ori?ce plate 15

stepped recesses such as the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to

having ori?ces on the bottom faces of the relevant second
step-recess parts B (54b-59b) as shoWn in FIGS. 9 and 14.

5911) and the second step-recess parts B (54b-59b) particu

Here, since the ori?ce plate 15 is in the state of being retained
With the collet chuck 42, it is possible to process the ori?ce
plate 15 With a high degree of positional accuracy so that the
center axis lines of each of the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to
59b), the relevant each of the second step-recess parts B (54b
to 59b), and the relevant ori?ce may form a nearly straight
line on the basis of the positioning recesses. In addition, since
each of the ori?ces is press-formed into sac hole shape, it is
possible to form the Whole inner surfaces into sheared sur

larly in such a situation. On this occasion, it is possible to
realiZe recesses and ori?ces having good Workability With a

high degree of machining accuracy by giving the function of
reducing the bending stress exerting on a punch to the ?rst

step-recess partsA (54a to 5911), giving the function of adjust
ing the lengths of the ori?ces to the second step-recess parts B
(54b-59b), and thus separating the functions of the ?rst step
recess partsA (54a to 5911) and the second step-recess parts B

(54b-59b).
[0069]

Finally, by forming each of the ori?ces into a sac

faces and considerably improve the surface roughness.

hole, the extruded portion 15b formed at the concave on the

[0066] A problem here is that, When an ori?ce is de?ected
from the direction of the normal to the spherical surface

by forming the nearly cone-shaped surface 1511 (the valve

portion 30, a punch undergoes uneven load during the form
ing of each of the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to 5911),
bending load is imposed on the cutting blade 43a of the punch
43, and the punch 43 is damaged. By the present invention
hoWever, since the length of the cutting blade 43a of the
punch 43 is shorter than the length of the cutting blade 45a of
the punch 45 and the diameter of the cutting blade 43a is
larger than the diameter of the cutting blade 4511, it is possible
to enhance bending stiffness and form a planar portion nearly
perpendicular to the ori?ce axis line Without the punch 43
damaged even When bending load is imposed during process

opposite surface of the spherical surface portion 30 is cutout
seat) as shoWn in FIG. 3 and the ori?ce penetrates to the side
of the cone-shaped surface 15a. On this occasion, turning or
electric discharging is used for the processing. By so doing, it
is possible to form an ori?ce having the Whole surface of
Which is a sheared surface. The How rate of a fuel is suscep
tible to the diameter of an ori?ce at a constant pressure and the

ing. Further, during the succeeding processes of forming the

precise control of the ori?ce diameter is necessary for the
control of the ?oWrate. By the present invention, the control is
facilitated since the ori?ce diameter is controlled only by the
control of a punch diameter. In contrast, an ori?ce formed by
punching has a large diameter on the fractured surface, the
length of the fractured surface varies, and hence the control of

second step-recess parts B (54b-59b) and the ori?ces, bend

the ori?ce diameter is more dif?cult than the case according

ing loads are not imposed on the cutting blade 44a of the

to the present invention. Further, When an ori?ce is formed by
electric discharging, in addition to the control of the electrode
diameter, processing conditions such as a processing speed

punch 44 and the cutting blade 45a of the punch 45 and hence
it is possible to press-form the second step-recess parts B
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and voltage must be controlled and the control of the ori?ce

parts A (5411 to 5911), the second step-recess parts B (54b

diameter is more dif?cult than the case according to the

59b), and the ori?ces and control the variation of the ?oW rate

present invention.
[0070] In this Way, by forming tWo-stepped recesses each
of Which has a plane nearly perpendicular to the center axis
line of the relevant ori?ce at the spherical surface portion
(convex) on the downstream side of the ori?ce, it is possible
to easily form ori?ces having different injection directions by
press forming With a high degree of accuracy. Consequently,

to 1.7% or less.

even With a martensitic stainless steel (for example,
SUS420J2) having a carbon content of 0.25% or more, it is
possible to easily form a deep hole of an aspect ratio of 1.5 or
more by pressing. Here, When a martensitic stainless steel
having a carbon content of 0.25% or more is used, it is
desirable that the hardness after quenching is not loWer than
52 in HRC.

[0071] Further, since the outlet of each of the second step
recess parts B (5419-5919) and the outlet of the relevant ori?ce
are formed on planes perpendicular to the axis line of the
ori?ce, the injection timing of a ?uid can be uniform over the

Whole circumference and it is possible to equalize the length

of penetration and improve the homogeneity of injected fuel
spray even With the ori?ces de?ected (inclined) from the axis
line of an injection valve.

[0072] Further, by changing the depths of the second step
recess parts B (5419-5919), it is possible to change the lengths
of the relevant ori?ces and optimiZe the shape of injected fuel
spray. On this occasion, since it is not necessary to change the

thickness of the ori?ce plate tip 150, the rigidity of the ori?ce
plate 15 does not loWer. For that reason, the present embodi
ment is suitable for an injection valve of a high fuel pressure
type Wherein the pressure on the ori?ce plate tip 150 is as high

[0075] Further, by positioning and forming the ?rst step
recess parts A (5411 to 5911), the second step-recess parts B
(5419-5919), and the ori?ces While a blank is chucked, they can
be positioned and formed at the processes With a high degree

of accuracy Without the necessity of positioning the plural
ori?ces de?ected from the axis line of an injection valve.

[0076]

Furthermore, the method for press-forming ori?ces

according to the present invention can reduce the processing
time per hole up to about one thirtieth the processing time per

hole in the method for processing ori?ces by electric dis
charging and hence it is possible to reduce the equipment
investment and provide an ori?ce plate less expensive than a

product by electric discharging.
[0077] Although the embodiments according to the present
invention are concretely explained above, the present inven
tion is not limited to the embodiments but may be variously
modi?ed Within the range of the tenor of the present inven
tion. For example, the explanations have been made on the

premise that the region Where the planar portion 33 is formed
is the spherical surface portion 30 in the above embodiments,
but the region may be a curved surface (a convex portion)
other than a spherical surface.

[0078] Yet further, the spherical surface portion 30 of the
blank 15' is formed by cutting in the above embodiments but
may be formed by press forming such as forging.

[0079]

Still further, although the ori?ces are formed by

extrusion in the above embodiments, each of the ori?ces may
be formed by cutting off the fractured surface of the ori?ce so
as to have a Whole sheared surface When the seat surface is

parts A (5411 to 5911) are shalloWer than those of the relevant

formed by cutting or electric discharging from the upstream
side after the ori?ce is formed by punching.
[0080] In the present embodiments, since the rigidity
(strength) of the ori?ce plate 15 is never loWered during the

second step-recess parts B (5419-5919), the ?rst step-recess
parts A (5411 to 5911) do not affect injected fuel spray.

press forming of the ori?ces and the stepped recesses up to the
end of the processing, it is possible to facilitate the press

[0074] Furthermore, by forming the ?rst step-recess partsA

forming and realiZe the method for producing a fuel injection
valve and ori?ces With high mass-productivity.
[0081] Further, it is possible to prevent ori?ces and stepped

as 10 MPa or more.

[0073]

Furthermore, since the depths of the ?rst step-recess

(54a to 5911) on the spherical surface portion, bending load is
not imposed on the punches during the forming of the second
step-recess parts B (5419-5919) and the ori?ces and hence it is
possible to press-form the second step-recess parts B (54b
59b) and the ori?ces With a high concentricity. Consequently,
ori?ces of good surface roughness can be formed in compari
son With the ori?ces formed by electric discharging or cut

ting, for example. As a result, it is possible to: reduce the
amount of cinders, such as carbon produced by the combus
tion of a fuel When the fuel is injected into a cylinder, sticking
to the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to 5911), the second step
recess parts B (5419-5919), and the ori?ces; and improve the
fractioniZation, the shape, and the positional accuracy of
atomiZation. In a running test of a real gasoline-poWered
vehicle, it is experimentally clari?ed that, in the case of a fuel
injection valve using an ori?ce plate Wherein the ori?ces are
formed by electric discharging and each of the recesses has
one step, cinders stick to the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to
59a) and the ori?ces and the ?oW rate loWers by 15% after the
running of 30,000 km. In contrast, in comparison With a

product by electric discharging, the concentricity and the
surface roughness of the ?rst step-recess parts A (5411 to 5911),
the second step-recess parts B (5419-5919), and the ori?ces of
the present invention are good and hence it is possible to
reduce the amount of cinders sticking to the ?rst step-recess

recesses from interfering With each other betWeen adjacent
ori?ces and increase the degree of freedom in the design of
ori?ces (for example, an inclination angle, an orientation, and

others).
What is claimed is:

1. A fuel injection valve comprising:
a convex portion prominently formed on an outer end sur

face ofa noZZle body;
stepped recesses each of Which has plural steps formed by
press forming on said convex portion; and
multi ori?ces as fuel noZZle holes formed by press forming
so that an outlet of each of said ori?ces is located at a

bottom face of each of said stepped recesses,
Wherein said fuel injection valve has plural sets each of
Which comprises one of said stepped recesses and the

relevant ori?ce;
said ori?ces incline to each other;
a step on a doWnstream side in each of said stepped
recesses has a larger diameter than a step on an upstream

side thereof.
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2. The fuel injection valve according to claim 1,
wherein said fuel injection valve has a valve needle incor

porated movably in said nozzle body and a nearly cone
shaped surface including a valve seat on Which said
valve needle seats, and
inlets of said plural ori?ces are located respectively on said

cone-shaped surface.

Wherein plural sets each of Which comprises said ?rst step
recess part, said second step-recess part, and said ori?ce
aligned in the order are formed so that plural sets of said
ori?ces incline to each other.

12. The method for forming ori?ces according to claim 11,
Wherein said method includes a process of press-forming

positioning holes and a model type identifying hole around

3. The fuel injection valve according to claim 1,

said convex portion after a process of forming a blank.

Wherein said noZZle body has an ori?ce member in Which
said valve seat and said ori?ces With said stepped

4. The fuel injection valve according to claim 1, Wherein

13. The method for forming ori?ces according to claim 11,
Wherein said second step-recess portion is formed so that the
bottom face thereof may intersect nearly perpendicularly to a
center axis line of the relevant ori?ce.
14. The method for forming ori?ces according to claim 11,

the bottom face of each of said recesses is formed so as to

Wherein said method includes a process of forming a valve

recesses are formed, and

said ori?ce member is ?xed to one end of said noZZle body.

intersect nearly perpendicularly to a center axis line of the
relevant ori?ce.

5. The fuel injection valve according to claim 1, Wherein
angles betWeen center axis lines of at least tWo ori?ces among
said plural ori?ces With respect to the axis line of said noZZle
are different from each other.

6. The fuel injection valve according to claim 1, Wherein a
center axis line of each of said ori?ces and a center axis line
of the relevant recess are on an identical straight line.

7. The fuel injection valve according to claim 1, Wherein
said convex portion has a spherical surface.

8. The fuel injection valve according to claim 1,
Wherein each of said recesses having plural steps com
prises a ?rst step-recess part formed by a step located on
the most doWnstream side among the steps and a second
step-recess part formed by a step located on a upstream
side from said ?rst recess, and
a depth of said ?rst recess is less than a length of the
relevant ori?ce.

9. The fuel injection valve according to claim 1,
Wherein each of said recesses having plural steps com
prises a ?rst step-recess part formed by a step located on
the most doWnstream side among the steps and a second
step-recess part formed by a step located on a upstream
side from said ?rst recess, and
a depth of said ?rst step-recess part is less than that of said

second step-recess.
10. The injection valve according to claim 1, Wherein, in at
least tWo ori?ces, a form of the step-recess part located on the
most doWnstream side in one of said recesses each of Which

seat by turning or electric discharging an upstream-side face
of said blank after the process of forming said ori?ces.
15. The method for forming ori?ces according to claim 12,
Wherein at least the processes of forming said positioning

holes, said ?rst step-recess part, said second step-recess part,
and said ori?ces are carried out in a state of keeping chucking
to said blank after said blank is chucked.

16. The method for forming ori?ces according to claim 11,
Wherein said blank is made of a martensitic stainless steel
having a carbon content of 0.25% or more, and
its hardness after quenching is not loWer than 52 in HRC.

17. A fuel injection valve comprising:
a valve needle incorporated movably in a noZZle body;
a valve seat on a nearly cone-shaped surface formed inside
said noZZle body, the valve seat on Which said valve

needle seats;
a convex portion prominently formed on a noZZle body’s

outer surface opposite to said cone-shaped surface;
stepped recesses, formed by press forming, each of Which
has a ?rst-step recess part formed at said convex portion
from said convex portion and a second-step recess
formed inside said ?rst recess; and

multi ori?ces as fuel noZZle holes formed by press forming
so that an outlet of each of said ori?ces is located at a

bottom face of the relevant stepped recess and an inlet
thereof is located on said cone-shaped surface on a cir
cumference around a center axis line of said fuel injec

tion valve,

has plural steps is different from the step located on the most

Wherein plural sets, each of Which comprises one of said

doWnstream side in the other of said recesses.
11. A method for forming ori?ces as multi-noZZle holes to

stepped recesses and the relevant ori?ce, are formed at
said convex portion, so that a diameter of said second

inject a fuel, comprising:

step recess part is smaller than that of said ?rst-step
recess part and a length of said ori?ce is larger than that
of said second-step recess part,

a ?rst press process of forming a ?rst step-recess part in

each of stepped recesses by applying extrusion process
ing or half-blank processing to a convex portion promi
nently formed on a blank from said convex portion-side;
a second press process of forming a second step-recess part
in each of said stepped recesses so that the second step
recess part has a smaller diameter than that of said ?rst

step-recess part by further applying extrusion process
ing or half-blank processing inside said ?rst step-recess
part; and
a third press process of forming each of said ori?ces at a

bottom face of said second step-recess part by extrusion
processing, half-blank processing, or stamp processing,

at least one ori?ce among said plural ori?ces inclines to a
center axis line of said fuel injection valve at an inclina

tion angle different from inclination angles of the other

ori?ces;
in at least one stepped recess among plural stepped
recesses, a deep of said ?rst step-recess part varies in a
circumferential direction and a deep of said second step
recess part is formed so as to be nearly constant in the

circumferential direction.
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